In this note we present alternative proof of the main result in [3] . Our consideration essentially simplify the proof of Theorem 1 from [3] . We also present direct method and give exact asymptotic result.
Motivation and algorithm
Consider n sensors placed randomly and independently with the uniform distribution in on the unit interval [0, 1].
The sensors have identical sensing range equal to 1 2n ; thus a sensor placed at location x in the unit interval can sense any point at distance at most 1 2n either to the left or right to x. We are interested in moving the sensors from their initial positions to new locations so as to ensure coverage of the unit interval i.e., every point in the unit interval is within the range of a sensor. What is a displacement of minimum cost that ensures coverage?
Observe that the only way to attain the coverage is for the sensors to occupy the anchor location t i = i n − 1 2n , for i = 1, 2, . . . , n (see Algorithm 1).
Algorithm 1 M V (n) .
Require: n mobile sensors with identical sensing radius r = 1 2n placed uniformly and independently at random on the interval [0, 1]. Ensure: The final positions of the sensors are at the locations i n − 1 2n , 1 ≤ i ≤ n (so as to attain coverage of the interval [0, 1].) 1: sort the initial locations of sensors; the locations after sorting x1, x2, . . . xn, x1 ≤ x2 ≤ · · · ≤ xn. 2: for i = 1 to n do 3:
move the sensor Si at position i n − 1 2n 4: end for 2 Preliminaries and notations
In this section we recall some facts that will be used in the asymptotic analysis. We use the Euler Beta function
which is defined for all positive numbers a, b. Let us notice that for integer number a, b we have
Let us define a function 1] . We say that a random variable X a,b concentrated on the interval [0, 1] has the B(a, b) distribution with parameters a, b if it has the probability density function f (
We will also use the following forms of Stirling's formula (see [1, page 54], [2, Formula 9.40])
Tight bound estimations of expected sum
In this section will present alternative proof of Theorem 1. Note that the Theorem 1 was proved in [3] . It is worth pointing out that we essentially simplify the proof of Theorem 1 from [3] .
Theorem 1. Assume that n mobile sensors are thrown uniformly and independently at random in the unit interval. The expected sum of displacements of all sensors to move from their current location to anchor location t i = i n − 1 2n , for i = 1, . . . , n, respectively is Θ( √ n).
Proof. Let D i be the expected distance between X i and the i th target sensor position,
, on the unit interval, hence given by:
From the definition of Beta function and Identity (1) we get
Therefore n i=1 D i,2 = 0. Now we will estimate D i,1 . By Lemma (2) with t = t i and Equation (2) we have
Observe that the first summand contribute Θ(1) term. Thus the asymptotic depends on the expression given by the second summand. For the second summand it is sufficient to exactly repeat the proof of (see [3, Lemma 2] ). Hence the second summand is Θ( √ n).
This completes the proof of Theorem (1). ⊓ ⊔ Lemma 2 Let i, n be natural numbers. Assume that i ≤ n. Then for t ∈ (0, 1) we have
Proof. The equality can be obtained using integration by parts. It is sufficient to apply integration by parts for functions f (x) = (1 − x) n−i+1 and g(x) = x i . Then using the identity 
Exact asymptotic estimation
In this section we present direct method and give exact asymptotic in Theorem 1. We prove that expected sum of displacement is
. We begin with the following lemma which will be helpful in the proof of Theorem 5.
2i(n − i + 1/2) n(n + 1)
n−i . We divide the sum into four parts:
We approximate the four parts separately. It is easy to see that E n = Θ 1 n = O(1). For the first and third term, we use Stirling's formula (3) 
Applying the basic inequality (1 + 1/x) x < e, when x ≥ 1 for x = 2(n − i) we have
Hence the first, third and fourth term contribute O(1) and the asymptotics depends on the second term. For the second term (⌊ √ n⌋ + 1 ≤ i ≤ n − ⌊ √ n⌋) we use Stirling's formula (4) for m = n, m = i and m = n − i to deduce that
Hence
Now we apply the approximations ln(1 + x) = x + O(x 2 ), e x = 1 + O(x) and get
Using the inequality √
Therefore, we can add the terms back in, so we have
The remaining sum we approximate with integral. Hence
is monotone increasing over the interval [0, n/2] and monotone decreasing over the interval [n/2, n]. Hence the error term |∆| telescopes and |∆| = O(n). Notice that
Putting all together we deduce that the second term contributes
This easily completes the proof of Lemma 4. ⊓ ⊔
Theorem 5. Assume that n mobile sensors are thrown uniformly and independently at random in the unit interval. The expected sum of displacements of algorithm M V (n) is
Proof. First of all we observe that the asymptotic depends on the sum n i=1 2i(n − i + 1/2) n(n + 1) 
